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LETTER 
from the pastor

My dear friends

Thanks for your postcards!

Thank you very much to all who sent the church postcards from your  holiday. It was very 
thoughtful. I have been wondering, however, what is it about a postcard that causes it to be 
treated so badly? Why does it arrive so long after the sender has returned? Is it to do with 
its size? Perhaps it looks light compared to important-looking and bulging envelopes. Are 
handwritten greetings less worthy than printed and photocopied journals? I wonder if they 
actually employ someone to discriminate against these poor postcards… J

Write down the vision and make it plain

This quotation from Habbakuk (2 v.4) is not as well known as another bible text which 
says, “Where there is no vision, the people perish.” I suggest that we review our vision as 
a church. With people regularly coming and going, it is helpful to do this every few years 
to ensure that we are travelling in the same direction. A good vision statement is one that  
is shared by most of the active members, is not too long and can be stated without too 
much effort. It will not say everything but perhaps in six or seven words or a couple of 
sentences, it will tell other people what we are about. It should sum up our outlook as well 
as relationship with the world.

Over the summer, with help from several of you, I compiled a directory of (im)migrant 
churches in Rotterdam. I had to ask more than one hundred  pastors what was the vision of 
their church. There were three reactions:
(a) They did not have one but their national church’s statement on the website would do.
(b)  They had a vision statement on their local church’s website but it was too long to 

remember.  
(c)  They thought having a vision statement was a good idea, made up one and gave to me 

straightaway!

Back to the postcard!

What would you say? What words or phrase sums up for you our church’s place in the 
world? Send in your answers on the back of a postcard… J

Your friend and minister

Robert A. Calvert
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 We caught up with Peter and Ineke on the 
29th September when the Rommelmarkt for 
the Living Waterlink Project. The following is 
a summary of our conversation.
 Peter’s home is in Umumelike-Okohia Ihiale 
in the south of Nigeria where his mother 
became the inspiration of his life. Referring to 
the Waterlink project, Peter said, “My mother 
started it by giving to the poor. She joined the 
Red Cross organization in 1947 and began the 
first trade and barter business in our town. 
During the Nigerian and Biafran war, she 

tore her clothes to make bandages for their wounds. People called my mother ‘Aruka-akwa’ 
because she said “My body is more beautiful than my clothes.”
 Growing up with eight brothers (though one has died) and two sisters, Peter 
experienced poverty from childhood and grew up knowing that everyone in the family had 
to contribute. At the age of nine years old, Peter’s father died and his family lost everything 
in the war. He remembers never having read a text book at primary school. “If there is 
anything we can do, we must not let it happen to other children.” Peter and Ineke share a 
passion to combat child poverty, enable good education and create small scale businesses. 
“My mother was the brains behind my studies. I asked her what we could do for her 
and she said that it was best that I go to University.” The final examination of his Open 
University course on Business Studies and Economics is on 9th October.
 Ineke says that going to Nigeria with Peter for the first time was a real eye-opener. 
“I realized what people have to suffer and how much we take for granted.” Recently when 
Ineke had to face an operation and chemotherapy, “God has told me that He is always 
with me and especially when I don’t realize it. When my world crashed, I woke up with the 
words ‘Be still and know that I am God’ in my head.” 
 On the church, Peter explains that though our faith is personal, it is should never 
be a private thing because we need to travel the road with others. We need each other’s 
encouragement. He loves the song, “I, the Lord of sea and sky” because it speaks personally 
about the call of God to him. For Ineke, it is important to worship the Lord with other 
Christian believers. “It is like coal fire,” says Ineke,” because when you stick together, you 
burn, but when you come apart, you become cool and the glow of your faith dies.” Ineke’s 
favourite chorus is: “Create in me a clean heart.” She loves the bible text in Romans 8 v. 38-
39 which states there is absolutely nothing can separate us from love of God in Jesus Christ.
 Peter likes to relax watching detective films or listening to old romantic music! 
Ineke has one sister and three brothers. She likes to watch court-room dramas. Her 
favourite music is blues and rock ‘n roll – for example, Bob Dylan, David Bowie and John 
Lee Hooker.

INTRODUCING 
Peter & Ineke Aghasomba…



CONGREGATIONAL NOTES 
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The report to Presbytery of Europe meeting in Budapest contains a summary of events and 
news of the congregation since last March. 

The main lectionary bible readings on Sundays:
October  November 
07 2 Timothy 1 v. 1 – 14 04  Luke 19  v. 1 – 10
14 Luke 17  v. 1 – 19 11 Psalm 145 v. 1 – 21
21 Luke 18 v. 1 – 8 18 Isaiah 65 v. 17 – 25
28 Luke 18 v. 9 – 14 25 Colossians 1 v. 11 – 20

A new home group 
On the last Sunday every month, we want to get to know one another and reflect on the 
content of recent sermons. We begin at 18.00 and try to finish up around 20.00. The next 
gathering is at the home of Capt. Tjakko and Beverley Bouwman at Keltenoord 76 (within 
easy reach of tram 23, stop Akkenoord).

International Peace Service 
This year it is on the evening of Sunday 10th November at 19.30. Apart from the years 
when this church was destroyed by bombs, this event has been hosted by the Scots Church 
since 1922. This colourful service will be supported by more churches this year and you are 
urged to make it a date in your diary. 

Sunday School 
We are looking for help with playing music and encouraging the children to sing after they 
leave the service. This takes place in the lower hall and it is usually possible to get back 
upstairs for the start of the sermon.

Youth Group
All parents of teenagers are asked to make every effort to meet the Youth Group leaders on 
Tuesday 9th October. We need your help to serve them. 

Publicity team
Are you interested in helping with publicizing the church, website or newsletters? We need 
to re-establish the publicity team with a view to supporting these activities. Please call the 
church office (010 412 4779).

Directory of migrant churches
A directory of migrant churches in Rotterdam has been published. Compiled by the 
pastor with the help of friends in the church and beyond, the book is available through the 
bookstall. It shows how immigrant people have expressed their faith in Christ in different 
ways.



Consistory report
Each elder has a pastoral area – please see the revised map and photos upstairs outside the 
sanctuary. Since Patrick Ovensehi left with his family for England last month, we are now 
two elders short of our normal quota of twelve. Kirsteen Allan is covering ‘Inner West’ and 
arrangements are being worked out for the largest area of ‘Inner South’. It is hoped that in 
the future each will work with a deacon. We are interested to know how you are sharing 
your ‘time, talents and money’ for the Lord. On a recent Saturday morning, we gave time 
to pastoral issues, how to pray and creating vision (see pastor’s letter). 

October
Sun 07 10.30 Worship, Choir, Communion, Baptism
Tue 09 19.30 Youth Group – Parents evening
Wed 10 19.30 SKIN-Rotterdam – public meeting
Sun 14 10.30 Worship, Sonrise, preacher: R. Calvert
Tue  16 19.45 Consistory
Sun 21 10.30 Worship, Choir, preacher: R. Calvert
 21 12.15 Prayer Service
Sun 28* 10.30  Worship, Joyful Singers, preacher: R. Calvert
  28 18.00  Home group Ijsselmonde 
   (Keltenoord 76, Tram 23 / stop Akkeroord)

November
Sun 04 10.30 Worship, Communion; preacher: J. Pot

Sun 11 10.30  Worship, Sonrise, preacher: R. Calvert
 11 12.30  Service of Remembrance at Crooswijk Cemetry
 11 19.30 International Peace Service
Tue 13 19.45 Consistory
Sun 18 10.30 Worship, Choir, preacher: R. Calvert
Wed 21 10.00 Wedding – Rosita Kingsale & Thomas Besong
Sun 25 10.30  Worship, Joyful Singers, preacher: R. Calvert
 25 12.30 Prayer Service
 25 18.00  Home group Ijsselmonde (place to be announced)

December
Sun 02 10.30 Worship, Communion, Choir, preacher: R. Calvert

N.B.  (1) Early on Sunday morning 28 October clocks go back one hour
 (2) Weekly activities on Wednesdays: 
  06.30 City churches’ prayer meeting
  09.30 Ladies’ bible study
  10.30 Mamre lunch and reception
  19.30 Minister’s bible study
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EXPERIENCES ON THE CELTIC TRAIL 
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Quite a nice holiday, a trip to Ireland and Scotland, I thought to myself when I embarked 
on a journey to Belfast. After a short trip on the plane, we landed at Belfast airport, 
where we were welcomed by Jack Drennan himself. Jack is the minister of the protestant 
congregation that was hosting us for a few days. I soon noticed that this was not a normal 
holiday, but a study trip where one was supposed to read books, listen to lectures and tell 
about one’s own motivation to go along with this Celtic trip. After I recovered from the 
shock, I got accustomed to these highly motivated ministers and seekers of a missionary 
approach to Christianity. I read some of the books and discovered that the lectures were 
more of a bonus. 

Iona
For instance, when we went to the monastery on Iona, we not only went to see the building, 
but we were also addressed by John L Bell himself. You probably know that John is the 
writer of many hymns we sing in church. He talked about his mission in church music, 
but also about his views on practices in church that are now traditions, but do not fit so 
well anymore in our modern times. As an example he mentioned that in wedding services 
a bride is still given away by her father, like a piece of property. That is quite like it was 
in feudal times. Nowadays we should put bride and groom at the entrance to welcome 
everybody and establish a new community within the congregation. His choice of Celtic 
poetry and prayers was moving and enticing at the same time. We could get a feeling of 
how the Celts strove daily to commune with their God and involve Him in all their deeds.
Well, we enjoyed the beautiful landscape of Iona before we went on our journey back to 
the hotel in Oban. It was good to be in a group and share experiences with each other. 
Sometimes we had a good laugh or a serious discussion.



Short introduction to the Celtic Christian era 
To get to the theme of this journey, I need to explain something about the historical 
background. The main question was: why were the Celts so successful in their mission to 
the heathen cultures of their times?
From the fifth to the tenth century the Celtic Saints evangelized Ireland, Scotland and 
much of England. They were mission minded and re-evangelized Europe as they brought 
mainland Europe out of the dark ages. The Celts lived at the fringes of the Roman Empire 
in hard to reach areas, the isolated settlements of Ireland, Scotland and northern England. 
As a result, the Roman Empire and the Roman Church didn’t have much influence on the 
development of Christianity in these areas. Through shipping trade routes with the Middle 
East, it is thought that they first got in contact with Christianity. They were less influenced 
by Rome and more by the Middle East (Eastern Christianity, Desert Fathers and Mothers, 
Jewish people). In the 20th century the history of the Celtic Saints was rediscovered. Many 

theologians feel that as the rational, modern age is coming to an end, the more intuitive 
and imaginative Celtic Christian worldview can provide answers to the post-modern way 
of thinking. I think their main asset was the stress on relationships

Lindisfarne
The Celtic people lived in settlements along the coast, in hard to reach and remote places. 
That is why we not only went to Iona, but to Lindisfarne as well. From that place the whole 
of England was christianised again. At Lindisfarne we were addressed by Ray Simpson.
I will quote something from his speech:  “Without a willingness to get to know every part 
of ourselves, including our earthy and our disguised parts, we cannot enter into the reality 
which is God’s will for us. Yet it is no light matter to enter any form of desert. A physical 
desert has no water, trees or beauty at hand, and nor does an inner desert; we cannot truly 
enter an inner desert if we are trying to fit it into other things. To enter a desert we have to 
leave behind other things, and be prepared for things to get worse before they get better.”
Ray introduced us to Saint Aidan (who succeeded in re-evangelizing England) and 
mentioned his importance in the monastic form of mission. Ray had studied the life of 
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Aidan so much that he was able to form a new monastic community after St Aidan.
Before Aidan was sent from Scotland, a previous mission had failed. From that Ray 
concluded that the hierarchic approach did not work.
The Celtic saints believed in living and working among the people. Human solidarity 
was of high value. The practice was that the bishop would live as a monk with others 
under the authority of the abbot. They patterned their buildings after the Eastern church. 
They multiplied the number of churches, while keeping them small. The Celtic Church 
renounced power as a way of advancing God’s kingdom; instead attracting people through 
Christ-likeness, through love and the power of God. 
Well, you get the idea what we were being told. Do not think we were listening to this kind 
of lecture all day. There was plenty of time to visit places and view the landscape.

Edinburgh and Dunblane
We ended the trip in Edinburgh. What an immensely beautiful city! We were free to roam 
the city for bookshops, museums, churches, etc. I myself spent some time at the Scottish 
National Gallery, where quite a few of our famous painters from the Dutch ‘Golden Era’ 
were exhibited. Ruysdael, Vermeer, Rembrandt, Cuyp, Dou and Paulus Potter were there. 
The weather was great, so we could sit on the lawn in the centre and watch the skyscape 
above us (impressive old buildings). We stayed in Dunblane, which is quite near. There is a 
marvellous Cathedral in Dunblane with an organ built by Flentrop in 1989. Flentrop is an 
organ builder from Zaandam, Netherlands. I met one of the organists who happened to be 
studying in the Netherlands. He arranged for me to play a small organ recital on our last 
night for the whole group. After that some people also used the good acoustics for singing 
a few songs, before we returned to the Scottish Churches House. 
I would like to conclude with something you would not have expected from our tour 
leader, Robert, would do. He provided a whisky test for us with 8 different kinds of 
whiskies. I never knew the difference between island whisky and Highland whisky. Robert 
could not be fooled when he was given a glass of whisky (he could not see what bottle it 
came from). He always got it right. We were amazed and learned a lot about whisky. A 
great idea to present it in this way. Old whisky is too strong for my taste, but I am not a 
connoisseur. I liked the trip and we all enjoyed the relaxed and friendly atmosphere. 
Jan Hendrik vd Kamp



PRESBYTERY REPORT FROM ROTTERDAM

•  The new treasurer is Jim Taylor and is supported by Fred Booman and Andrew Jarvis as 
a new Finance executive. Martijn van Horssen has recently agreed to be the new property 
convenor. Further team building continues but we remain very grateful to all who have 
gone before. 

•  Over the summer, we gave a fond farewell to Yong-In (organist, returning to Korea), 
Youngho (intern from ‘minister). In August, Robert Calvert was joined on the Celtic trail 
by Jim and Norma Taylor, Jan Hendrik vd Kamp and Brian Turnbow – see Jan Hendrik’s 
reflection in the Herald.

•  Our minister was able to attend the wedding of Graeme and Marcia Munro in Troon and 
Kirsteen Allan attended the baptism of the children of Daniel and Ligia Manastireanu in 
Glasgow. They have now started their studies in Edinburgh and send their greetings to the 
congregation & Presbytery.

•  The elders decided to meet every month and are including some Saturday mornings to 
have more quality time for reflection. The apartment at Calandstraat has been repaired & 
items removed. The minister’s study moved to the church with the new church office next 
door. The Council is now being chaired by Hunter Smith.

•  Variety of social events for all kinds have taken place in May (fashion show), June (picnic), 
July (barbecue) and September (classical music). 

• Weddings of Daniel & Chantal, Frank & Chen Hung
• A new home group where Sunday sermons are discussed every month
• A fourth worship group has started up with children from Sunday School

These mission projects are supported through monthly gift offerings:
• Mamre project in Rotterdam & SIM International (Graeme & Carol Kent)  
•  Three projects with children and the poor in Africa are being developed through our 

members – in Cameroon (Florence Foyab), Nigeria (Peter & Ineke Aghasomba) and 
Ethiopia (Menen Betre)

• ‘Friends’ project is with international students (contact Tjaako Bouwman)
• SKIN (both national & city-wide) organizations for ‘migrant churches’ 

These projects in the city were actively supported by the church:
• ‘Spiritual Day’ exhibition in the city library in April
• ‘Nacht der Kerken’ evening tour of the church in June
• ‘Directory of migrant churches’ directory launched in October

Rebecca Taylor – Scots Int. Church Rotterdam
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On Thursday, 27 September, we had a Council meeting – the first since mid-July and 
discussed several urgent items of business and made some plans for the future. The 
following were the principal items:

Finance
Jim Taylor, Treasurer was present to give the latest status on income and expenditure, with 
special reference to the effects of the cost saving measures which were agreed earlier in 
the year. The ‘Financial Executive Team’, consisting of Jim Taylor, Andrew Jarvis and Fred 
Booman, have been through the income and expenditure figures with a fine toothcomb 
and have revised the estimates for this year. The result is that the forecast deficit is about 
€ 7,000.- instead of the € 19,000.- forecast at the beginning of 2007. How has this very 
substantial reduction come about? On the income side not so much by increased giving by 
the congregation, but by some increase in rental income and a one off refund of nearly  
€ 4,000.- on energy tax – the net result is expected to be an overall increase over the budget 
of about € 8,000. On the expenditure side the forecast is for an overall saving of about  
€ 4,000.-, resulting from lower than expected bills for utilities, the closing of the 
Calandstraat apartment and very important - that secretarial and hall letting work is now 
being done without compensation by respectively Elizabeth Dorn and Molly Foster. 

The conclusion is, that while SICR is still financially weak, with an ongoing deficit, the 
outlook is less bleak than earlier this year. Thanks is due, not only to the Financial Team for 
the efforts being expended, but to everyone who is helping in any small way to increase the 
income or reduce the expenditure.  

The Treasurer and his team will be reporting to the Presbytery representatives, Alec Grant 
and John McGhie, who will be visiting us on Friday and Saturday 5th and 6th October to 
follow up on the visits made earlier in the year.

Property
In Church of Scotland parlance, this is referred to as “Fabric”. So I will first refer to a ‘Fabric 
Fund’; it is normal good practice to have a Fabric Fund for a church. This fund is reported 
separately from the general income and expenditure and is intended for any substantial 
expenses on the building, so that when a major repair or renovation is needed, there is a 
fund of money which can be used for this purpose. At present, we do not have such a fund 
and we intend to set up a Fabric Fund next year. 

Ewout Stoutjesdijk has been the convener of the Property team for the past year, assisted by 
Rizal Sebastian and Andre van der Velden, all three very well qualified for the task. Ewout 
has had to resign from this post due to work and family pressures. We are very grateful to 
him for the input and expertise which he has given and hope that we can occasionally call 
on him for advice in the future. We are therefore now looking urgently for a new convener 
and have good hope of filling this position very soon.



There will be changes in the occupancy of both the old manse (No 121, now more familiar 
to most as the ‘offices’) and the Muller House. The BOC, or Bewoners Organisatie Cool, 
(Cool Residents’ Association – where ‘Cool’ refers to the district of Rotterdam and not to 
the temperature of the residents!), have to find other accommodation as the present office 
is, according to the Inspectorate for Working Conditions (ARBO), unsuitable for the work 
being done and the number of persons present. Also, the Pauluskerk have advised us that 
next year they will no longer use the Muller House to accommodate the asylum seekers in 
their care. So, next year at this time both buildings will have other occupants. It is possible, 
but not sure, that the BOC may move over to the Muller House, but we are keeping all 
options open at present. 

Coffee & Tea after the service
It was decided, after discussion, to introduce from November this year a charge of 50 cents 
for the coffee or tea and cake/biscuits served in the hall after the service. There will be no 
charge for the lemonade/juice for children. This is in line with the practice in most other 
churches and should eliminate the ‘subsidy’ now being provided out of church funds. We 
do hope that you appreciate the reasons and will continue to make use of this opportunity 
for social contact after the morning service.

Hunter Smith
28 September 2007
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“Now, Next, Later”
The Church of Scotland National Youth Assembly this year welcomed its largest number of 
delegates to date, with 300 representatives from all over Scotland. There was also a number 
from the Salvation Army, Czech Republic and Denmark.

The visitors from Denmark, specifically, brought their initiative of the Cathedral of Silence, 
which has been a huge success at two rock festivals in Denmark which attract thousands 
every year. The quiet, open and reflective space welcomes everyone and begins with the act 
of washing of their feet. Delegates were given a small taste of this atmosphere in one of the 
rooms at the venue, which challenged many to consider its effectiveness in places closer to 
home.

Once again the weekend was fantastically organized and the programme packed full of 
entertainment, seminars, and engaging debates. The theme of ‘now, next, later’ related 
to everyone present at some level, and was reflecting on the next steps for the church 
nationally and globally, as well as the individual journey of each delegate. There was a 
wonderfully down-to-earth attitude in the seminars, honest and open about what it means 
to be human. Seminars focussed on aspects such as your connection to your/the church, 
the world today and scripture.

The ‘human library’ gave the opportunity for delegates to listen to the life experiences and 
wisdom of a wide range of very different people, from a youth worker to a photographer, 
or a couple who had just had a baby boy. 
Along with others who went on an organized COSY trip to Israel/Palestine in July this 
year, I was able to talk about the experience of standing in a number of the unrecognized 
Arab villages in the Galilee area, deemed not to exist by the Israeli government. Often not 
connected to the water and electricity grid, the inhabitants live in threat of demolition on a 
daily basis.

• Debate 1:  Introduced by Allan Staff from the Social Care Council.

The youth assembly was challenged on a number of questions relating to the issue of 
social care, including the manner in which the welfare state in Britain has diminished 
the responsibility previously felt by the church for caring for those in need. In this way, 
preaching the gospel and caring for others should be seen as one and the same thing.

The question put forward for consideration was whether the church has ‘bought into’ the 
professionalisation of care.

The work of Crossreach, a provider of social services in Scotland operated through the C of 
S was brought to the attention of the assembly. 



The deliverances passed during this debate encompassed some of the following:
-To endorse the call of greater partnership between Crossreach and local organisations.
- Encourage the development of opportunities for young people to gain experience in care 
settings across Scotland and the wider world. 

- Support the engagement of Crossreach, and the wider church in establishing productive 
political dialogue around the role of Churches and church based organisations.

• Debate 2:  Peter Donald from the panel of Worship and Doctrine introduced a summary 
of the report “A challenge to unity: same-sex relationships as an issue in theology and 
human sexuality”. The youth Assembly were asked to discuss and debate the question of 
sexuality and worship in relation to unity within the church.

A number of intriguing and valid points were made, including an acknowledgement that 
people can often feel unwelcome and isolated in churches because of their sexuality. 
Another deliverance highlighted the negative image the church has portrayed in the past 
with regard to sexuality, and that this would be open to change.

The discussion as a whole on this issue was both gracious and adamant that, although 
disagreements will exist, these should not overshadow the unity that exists through Christ.  
The assembly encouraged compassionate debate, and urged that congregations do not 
discriminate according to sexual orientation.

• Debate 3: Parish Development Fund
What is effective church-based youth work?

The structure on this topic was slightly different, as we first heard of the work already 
going on at two projects in Scotland which benefit from the fund. The most memorable 
of these examples was ‘Hot chocolate’, a church-run café in Dundee city centre which 
had expanded and grown to suit the needs and interests of the young people in the 
surrounding area.

The youth assembly was then asked to respond with their own ideas on what characterizes 
effective church-based youth work. Some of the general responses which were repeated in 
different groups, were to be creative and innovative with activities and events. The value 
of a safe and welcoming space was also highlighted, with possible links and cooperation 
with outside charity and support groups if needed. Most of all, the feedback amongst the 
youth assembly stressed the importance of building up relationships as much as possible 
with young people, listening to their concerns and trying to appeal to their interests and 
hobbies.

• Debate 4: World Mission

Convenor Colin Renwick delivered a fascinating introduction on some of the places and 
cultures he had visited throughout the world. It was something of a surprise to hear of an 
incredible amount of growth in many overseas churches, and on a very different strand, 
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the importance of climate change world wide. Colin quoted the phrase, “forget about 
making poverty history. Climate change will make poverty permanent.”

The ensuing debate resulted in a number of interesting deliverances focused on such 
points as the urgency of cooperation between government and churches, across continents, 
seeking to combat global warming.

The twinning of churches was encouraged, as well as the suggestion that young people be 
given the opportunity to experience the world church through, for example, other youth 
conferences throughout the world. Another deliverance called for the C of S to explore 
ways in which young people might engage more fully at a personal level with the world 
church

BIRTHDAYS

Oktober
02 Marion Brits 
03 Benjamin Calvert
04 Elaine de Zanger 
06 Cara Taylor
08 Michele Bestman 
09 Edwin Ettienne
11 Felix Brits 
12 Ann Schuursma 
13 Flora v/d Zwaan
14 Oritsewenyinmi Stoutjesdijk
15 Willemijn Gwanmesia
16 Annemarie Smith
16 Mavis Fleming
17 Patricia Ewing
17 Henny Vermeulen
19 Victor de Lange
23 Matthew Lane
28 Robert Essien

November
02 Gilberto Fleming
02 Betty Polley
05 Irene van Ginkel
06 Alison Jarvis
06 Wil Ross 
10 Corina v/d Laan 
15 Elizabeth Adzra 
17 Denis Galloway
21 Eunelda Cairo
24 Meriam van der Velden 
26 Ian Evans-Boiten   
27 Wim Griesdoorn 
29 Myrna Raymond



Sponsored Children

It gives me a great pleasure to introduce the four children sponsored on behalf of the Scots 
church congregation with the money raised from your donation and Christmas Market 
The money which was raised last year supports these children in their education this and 
next year. They still need your support for the coming years.

 Mintesenot Frehiwot Biruk Mulushaw
 Abayneh Teshome  Metaferia Getachwe 
 (Age 5) (Age 12) (Age 7) (Age 13)

CHRISTMAS MARKET

Like last year I am holding a Christmas Market to raise more money in order to maintain 
continuity of the education of these children. By helping them, they will be able to help 
others in the future. The sale will take place on the following Sundays after the service.

18th  of November
25th of November
4th of December

If you are creative and have a talent for making Christmas decorations, gift or baking cakes, 
which we can sell at the market, contact me. If you also have other ideas or donations such 
as CD’s or handicraft let me know.

Please think of us for your Christmas, maybe the gift you need will be on our stall.
Menen Betre Tessema (010-4510024).
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Stichting Ethioberhan

Oversteweg 37

7536 TX Hengelo

info@ethioberhan.nl

www.ethioberhan.nl



WHO’S WHO IN THE SICR

Minister   
Rev. Robert Calvert 
scotsintchurch@cs.com  
tel: 010 412 4779

Church administrator  
Elizabeth Dorn 
scotsintchurch@cs.com 
tel: 010 412 4779

Rentals co-ordinator  
Molly Foster 
info@sugarnspice.nl 
tel: 010 412 4779

Organists     
Jan Hendrik v.d. Kamp 
kamp@raketnet.nl 
tel: 010 466 5289

Choir 
Anneke Pot  

Joyful Singers  
Thomas Besong 
ttbesong@yahoo.com 
tel: 06 2205 9748 

Welcome team   
Ineke Aghasomba 
tessca@hetnet.nl 
tel: 010 479 3933

Recording
John Dossett 
tel: 0180 524 026

Church beamer
Andre van der Velden 
aavandervelden@casema.nl
tel: 010 415 83567

Youth group
Lubomir Kudlička 
Caroline Kudlička
tel: 010 4207409
Jolanda Griesdoorn 
tel: 0186 627 074

Sunday School
Nyomi Cairo 
lovelync@hotmail.com
tel: 010 477 6066 

Creche
Mercy Ovensehi 
tel: 010 432 7652   
Sylvia Airomwabor 
tel: 06 274 43999

Secretary to the Consistory 
Richmond Mensah 
r.mensah@home.nl 
tel: 06 150 65598

Secretary to the Council
Stacey Bouwman 
staceybouwman118@
hotmail.com 
tel: 06 4355 4959

Treasurer
Jim Taylor 
tel: 071 362 5835

Offering envelopes
Denis Galloway 
tel: 0180 410 056

Property
Rizal Sebastian
property_scir@hotmail.com

Financial team 
Fred Booman 
financial_sicr@hotmail.
com 

Social team 
Gabriella Balke-Budai 
gbbalke@xs4all.nl 
Jane Stoutjesdijk 
yotan68@hotmail.com 

Bookstall
George and Wil Ross 
georgeross@home.nl 
tel: 0165 556 811

The Herald
Matthew Lane   
f2hmjlane472@hetnet.nl 
tel: 010 467 4313
Irma Gevers 
igevers@yahoo.com 

Church website
Irene Bom 
ibsalem@xs4all.nl 
tel: 010 265 1703
George Ross 
georgeross@home.nl 
tel: 0165 556 811


